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ABSTRACT

in website authentication, whether through access to users’
emails and text messages or through dedicated applications
for generating one-time codes.
To protect device-unlock secrets, most operating systems
restrict guessing, either by limiting the frequency with which
unlocks can be attempted, by erasing devices if too many
consecutive unlock attempts fail, or both. Yet attackers may
succeed even when restricted to a few guesses. They may exploit users’ tendency to choose easy-to-remember but common numeric sequences (1234), repeat the same key (9999),
or choose a path of adjacent keys (2580). They may guess
the four-digit birth-year of the user or the users’ loved ones—
an estimated 25% of screen unlock codes are based on a date
of some form, and 7% of respondents in a prior study admitted to using their own birthday as their banking PIN [18].
Leaked data on PINs chosen to unlock an iPhone application suggests an attacker with three guesses could expect as
high as a 9.23% chance of success [18].
If, instead of choosing their own device-unlock secret, users
were assigned a random four-digit PIN attackers would only
have a 0.03% chance of guessing the PIN in three attempts.
Furthermore, assigning secrets prevents users from re-using
a PIN they have previously used elsewhere—though it does
not prevent users from later re-using their assigned PIN elsewhere. If users are allowed to choose their own PINs, they
may re-use the same PIN that they use for their ATM card,
their voicemail, their frequent-ﬂyer account, or their gym
locker (in which they may store their phone or other mobile device). Indeed, over a third of respondents in a prior
survey reported re-using their banking PINs for some other
purpose [18].
We recently demonstrated a prototype ceremony for teaching users a random 56-bit secret, encoded as 12 characters
or 6 words, using spaced repetition[16]. We integrated the
ceremony into an existing website login process. Each time
participants logged into the study website and veriﬁed their
password, we displayed the text of the secret we had assigned
to them and required them to type it into a text ﬁeld. Each
time they logged in, we added a progressively longer delay
delay before revealing the secret for them to copy. Eventually, most participants began to recall and type their secrets
reliably from memory.
While the prior approach was successful for participants
using keyboards, we questioned whether users would accept
the requirement to enter two PINs on a mobile device while
learning an assigned code. Users expect their phones and
tablets to unlock quickly, with minimal ﬁnger movement and
delay. An in-situ study estimated typical users unlock their

Nearly all smartphones and tablets support unlocking with
a short user-chosen secret: e.g., a numeric PIN or a pattern. To address users’ tendency to choose guessable PINs
and patterns, we compare two approaches for helping users
learn assigned random secrets. In one approach, built on
our prior work [16], we assign users a second numeric PIN
and, during each login, we require them to enter it after
their chosen PIN. In a new approach, we re-arrange the digits on the keypad so that the user’s chosen PIN appears
on an assigned random sequence of key positions. We performed experiments with over a thousand participants to
compare these two repetition-learning approaches to simple
user-chosen PINs and assigned PINs that users are required
to learn immediately at account set-up time. Almost all
of the participants using either repetition-learning approach
learned their assigned secrets quickly and could recall them
three days after the study. Those using the new mapping
approach were less likely to write down their secret. Surprisingly, the learning process was less time consuming for
those required to enter an extra PIN.

1. Introduction
Text passwords are no longer the dominant form of device
authentication. Sales of smart phones, which almost universally support numeric PINs, far exceed sales of PCs. Tablets
are also poised to overtake PCs in sales [53]. Regardless
of whether these devices run Android, iOS, or Windows,
they support authentication via simple device-unlock secrets, namely numeric PINs or graphical passwords. Even
devices with ﬁngerprint unlock typically fall back to secretbased authentication periodically for additional security or
when ﬁngerprints cannot be read.
While PINs and text passwords are both static user-chosen
secrets, the reduced length and character set allow PINs to
be entered in less time and on smaller screens, meeting usability requirements for mobile-device unlocking that text
passwords cannot. Although mobile-device unlocking has
stricter usability requirements, the consequences of having
a mobile device compromised may be as dire as for computers with keyboards. Many companies allow their employees
to access email and other services from their mobile devices.
Mobile devices also now serve a critical role as second factors
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phones nearly 50 times per day [35] and the time taken to
unlock is already a signiﬁcant annoyance to users.
In this paper we compare the prior approach to a new
approach that does not require users to type additional keys
to learn an assigned secret.

strong password [15], are given stricter composition policies [42, 44] or are nudged to choose better passwords [70].
Random passwords. In response to persistent problems with weak human-chosen text passwords, a number of
schemes have been proposed for encoding random passwords
in such a way as to make memorization easier. Surprisingly,
the few studies which have directly compared recall rates
of user-generated passwords to assigned passwords have not
found statistically strong evidence that users are less likely
to remember assigned passwords than self-chosen passwords
when no learning period is used [19, 63, 81, 85]. Various
encodings have been proposed ranging from generating random but pronounceable nonsense words [1, 34, 80], choosing
a list of random words from a dictionary [6, 46], generating
a random grammatical sentence [7, 41] or even generating a
random song [55]. No studies have actually validated that
these encodings are more memorable than random character strings. Two studies which compared users’ ability to
recall random passwords under diﬀerent encodings found no
conclusive diﬀerences in memorability between random alphanumeric strings, random pronounceable strings or randomly generated passphrases [48, 62].
Spaced repetition. The hypothesis emerging from these
results is that strong passwords, whether user-chosen or assigned, are not highly memorable without a learning period. Over a century of psychological research supports that
spaced repetition [10, 20, 31] is the most reliable way to form
long-term memories. While many other factors have been
identiﬁed which aﬀect the rate of memory formation, such as
the depth of neural processing required during rehearsals [24]
or the encoding of information in multiple forms [57], repetition is the most powerful and robust eﬀect.
In recent work, we demonstrated the promise of spaced
repetition for learning strong, 56-bit random text passwords
for authentication [16], achieving 80–90% recall after a learning period of at most 15 days was followed by a period of
at least three days during which the secret was not used.
A subsequent study by Blocki et al. [13] demonstrated the
eﬀects over a longer period of time and with multiple passwords being memorized, observing recall rates close to 80%
over a period of 180 days for a more complicated interface
with graphical prompts for multi-word passphrases.
Numeric PINs. Relatively little has been published on
numeric PINs. Historically, banking PINs were machinechosen for technical reasons as well as security ones. Banks
gradually began allowing user-chosen PINs in the 1980s as a
marketing gimmick—they are now predominant. Bonneau
et al. presented perhaps the only publicly-available estimates of the distribution of human-chosen PINs based on
leaked data from an iPhone application developer, leaked
web password data and surveys [18]. Their work highlighted
that users’ tendency to pick dates is the biggest source of
skew in the data, consistent with research on dates chosen
in text passwords [75]. Little work has focused on the memorability of random PINs; one exception is a pilot study by
Huh et al. [38] which found memorability declines for longer
PINs, although this could be improved by chunking them
into smaller groups.
Graphical password schemes. A large variety of graphical passwords schemes have also been proposed [12, 59, 66].
Graphical passwords attempt to capitalize on the human
brain’s relatively strong visual memory, though diﬀerent
schemes have diﬀerent goals. Traditionally the three ma-

2. Learning Assigned Secrets via Mappings
Whereas our previous repetition-learning approach [16] requires users to enter the assigned secret after their chosen
secret, our new approach teachers users a new assigned secret while they enter their chosen secret. The key idea is
to assign users a random sequence, but provide their chosen
secret as a guide to highlight the correct sequence. This is
done by choosing a new random mapping from digits to positions on the keypad for each digit of the user’s chosen PIN.
The user simply needs to press each digit of their chosen
PIN in sequence on four random-looking keypads, with the
keypad appearing to shuﬄe before the entry of each digit.
We illustrate our approach in Figure 5.
It is important that while the mapping of digits to keys
changes with each key entered (between indexes in the sequence) it remains the same from login to login. This ensures that the user will be pressing the same sequence of
key positions with each login. The assigned secret is this
(random) sequence of positions on the keypad. We also provide letters for each position on the keypad which do not
change—the assigned secret can equivalently be thought of
as the sequence of letters needed to be pressed.
Essentially, our approach allows the user to enter their
chosen secret and assigned secret at the same time. By using a random mapping, we ensure that even if users’ chosen
secret are drawn from an arbitrarily skewed distribution (including, as a degenerate case, if all users choose the exact
same PIN) the distribution of assigned secrets will always
be a uniform distribution over all possible sequences.
Since the pattern of keys in the assigned secret is the same
each time a user logs in, we hypothesized that users would
learn their assigned patterns from habit. To encourage users
to learn, and to detect when learning had occurred, we add
a delay before the digits appears that grows as the learning
progresses. We draw arrows from key to key as users enter their assigned key sequences, making the visual pattern
more salient. In the event that the same key appears two
or more times in a row, we use within-key circular arrows.
Line segments earlier in the sequence appear faded relative
to those later in the sequence.
As with the prior scheme, attackers who obtain the device
during the teaching period need only guess the user’s chosen
PIN in order to authenticate as the user. However, after
learning the mapping can be destroyed and, unless attackers
were already able to obtain it, knowledge of users’ likely
PIN choices will yield no beneﬁt in guessing the assigned
sequence of keys.

3. Related Work
3.1. Random passwords and PINs
It is now well-established in the research literature that humans will choose a skewed distribution of passwords or other
secrets when given free choice [15, 42, 56]. This eﬀect is robust across demographic groups [17, 49] and is impacted
only marginally when users are more motivated to pick a
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(a) They keypad before the ﬁrst digit is
(b) We use a fade animation when
(c) The user presses the ﬁrst digit, 1, at
entered. We delay displaying digits. displaying the mapping of digits to keys.
location D.

(d) After 1 is pressed, we again delay
revealing digits for the second key.

(e) The users presses the second digit,
2, at location K.

(f) We immediately display an arrow
from the ﬁrst key pressed, D, to K.

(g) The user presses the third digit, 3,
at location A.

(h) We connect the arrow path from
D → K → A.

(i) The user completes the sequence by
pressing digit 4 at location B.

Figure 1. In our mapping-based approach to learning a random secret, a user chooses her own PIN: in this example the
four digits 1234. However, when she enters her PIN, the mapping of digits to keys on the keypad changes each time she
enters a digit of her PIN; the letters at the top left of each key remain ﬁxed. We choose the mapping of digits to keys so
that the sequence of keys of the user’s chosen PIN map to a randomly-chosen sequence of four keys: in this example the keys
represented by D → K → A → B. To encourage the user to learn to enter her key sequence without looking for the digits of
her PIN, we increase the delay before we reveal the mapping of digits to keys with each login. Once the user has learned to
enter the sequence of keys without seeing the digits, we can erase the mapping of digits to keys.
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jor categories are recognition-based (searchmetric) schemes,
in which a user recognizes previously-seen images [30, 64];
click-based (locimetric) in which users select points of interest in one or more images [21, 22, 79]; and recall-based or
free-drawing schemes (drawmetric) in which the user draws
an image or pattern [40, 67, 74, 78]. Note that secrets
are typically assigned in recognition-based schemes, whereas
recall- and click-based schemes tend to employ user-chosen
secrets. A number of studies have demonstrated that user
choice in graphical password schemes proposed for web authentication suﬀers from predictable choices much as do text
password schemes [25, 68, 72, 73, 83].
Viewing a PIN-entry keypad as a visual stimulus with regions that users can press, our scheme could be considered a
free-drawing recall-based graphical password. To our knowledge, no prior research has looked at how users memorize
randomly-assigned secrets for free-drawing schemes.

upgrade over the baseline Android scheme.
Windows touchscreen devices have used a modiﬁed clickbased scheme, with a background image on which users enters a series of clicks, drags, or circles. Zhao et al. [83]
studied the security of this scheme and found, depending
on the background image in use, a dictionary with roughly
218 –220 items was suﬃcient to compromise the majority of
users’ patterns. They also found that a smaller dictionary
of 210 items was suﬃcient to compromise over 10% of user’s
patterns, indicating that even this stronger scheme still has
many users picking predictable patterns for which any of our
experimental treatments would be a security upgrade.
Strength meters have been proposed to nudge users towards choosing more diﬃcult-to-guess unlock patterns [3,
65], but their eﬀectiveness has not been established.
Other attacks on touchscreen authentication. Both
PINs and graphical patterns are vulnerable to smudge attacks [9] or ﬁngerprint attacks [82], in which residue from the
user’s ﬁngers indicates where the user touches their screen
during unlock. Defending against these attacks requires
either randomizing the physical pattern input during any
given authentication [2, 47, 61, 77], or switching to authentication schemes which do not require touching the screen
such as gaze-based authentication [26, 45] or gesture-based
authentication [8, 50, 51, 58]. PINs and graphical patterns
are also both vulnerable to “shoulder-surﬁng” or physical observation attacks [54]. A number of authentication schemes
have been proposed to defend against smudge attacks and
shoulder-surﬁng [28, 29], though none of these schemes has
seen practical deployment and they all appear to impose
additional burden on the user.
Other device authentication mechanisms. Other research has attempted to replace explicit device unlocking
completely. Physical biometrics deployed for smartphones
include Apple’s Touch ID ﬁngerprint sensor and Android’s
Face Unlock face recognition scheme. User studies of these
mechanisms ﬁnd that users generally prefer using a ﬁngerprint sensor and many ﬁnd using face recognition annoying
or impractical in certain situations (e.g. in a dark room) [11,
52]. Interestingly, convenience and perceived speed are the
dominant factors, with increased security not being a major factor motivating adoption. Indeed, Apple’s Touch ID
is always conﬁgured to allow PIN or password authentication as a fallback; Apple’s own documentation states that
the primary goal of the feature is to allow users to use a
stronger password since they won’t have to enter it as often [5]. Similarly, Android’s Face Unlock can be overridden
by PIN entry. Thus, even with increased deployment of biometrics they are currently only a convenience and helping
users remember stronger unlock codes is an important goal
for security.
Behavioral biometrics [39, 43] capture a user’s implicit
actions using the device to detect if a diﬀerent human appears to be using the device. For example, much research
has shown that ﬁne details of a user’s touchscreen use can
identify them [14, 27, 33, 37, 84]. However, this approach
hasn’t been deployed and it appears to inherently have sufﬁciently high false negative rate to require a more reliable
backup authentication mechanism. Thus, our research is orthogonal to the challenge of using either explicit or implicit
biometric signals to decrease the number of authentication
requests imposed on the user.

3.2. Device authentication
User authentication for mobile devices, often simply called
“device authentication” or “device (un)locking”, is a burgeoning ﬁeld of research. Our study appears to be the ﬁrst
utilizing spaced repetition to help users memorize a random
secret for device authentication, but the literature suggests
a number of interesting further research questions.
Device authentication habits. Several studies have
looked at why, how, and how often users unlock their devices [32, 35, 71, 76] through a combination of surveys and
telemetry on user devices. Collectively, these studies have
found that between 40% [35] and 70% [32, 71] of users lock
their phones, with a consistent preference for graphical unlock mechanisms over numeric PINs [32, 35, 71]. This dislike
for numeric PINs was noted at least as early as 2002 [23],
with most users choosing not to activate PIN activation on
early generation (non-touchscreen) phones when this was
the only option. Interestingly, despite this preference users
are actually able to unlock more quickly and reliably using
numeric PINs than graphical schemes [76].
A key challenge of unlock mechanisms compared to text
passwords is the very high rate at which they are used; Harbach et al.’s telemetry study found an average of nearly 48
unlocks per day out of 80 total device activations (with some
not requiring an unlock due to recent use or only performing
a non-sensitive action) [35]. The frequency of unlocks, particularly as many are seen as unnecessary by users, motivates
our goal of making learning as lightweight as possible. Parallel work in progressive and multi-level authentication [36,
60] aims to limit the number of unlock actions required of
the user by delaying them until a security-critical action is
attempted. This work is orthogonal to ours as our learning could be performed whenever a device authentication is
needed, though we might note that if the rate of authentications per day were to become too low the speed of learning
a new secret would decrease.
Security. Uellenbeck et al. [69] provide the only public
estimates of the diﬃculty of guessing unlock patterns for
Android’s default scheme, a 3 × 3 variant of Tao et al.’s
PassGo scheme [67]. By collecting patterns from a large
number of users in an experimental setting and devising a
dictionary to attack them, they estimate that this scheme
provides roughly 8–10 bits of security for the median user
and thus is roughly comparable to random 3-digit PINs.
Thus all of our experimental treatments represent a security
4

Treatment
Primary
(1) User-Chosen
(2) Assigned
(3) Second-PIN
(4) Mapping

Length Keys

4

Auxiliary (variants of Mapping)
(5) 4x20 Mapping
4
(6) 6x10 Mapping
6
(7) 6x20 Mapping
6
(8) Instructionless
4
(9) Arrowless
4
(10) 6x20 Arrowless
6

p

.10
.15
10
.20
.20
20
10
20
10
10
20

.05
.05
.05
.05
.10
.05

Table 1. Treatments followed by the probability that a
participant would be assigned to that treatment (p). We assigned 65% of participants to our four primary treatments,
shown in boldface: user-chosen PINs (1), traditional assigned PINs (2), a second assigned PIN entered after a chosen PIN (3), and our new mapping-based approach (4). Our
a-priori hypotheses, for which we planned and ran statistical tests, focused on these four treatments. We assigned the
other 35% of participants to variants of Mapping, examing
such factors as the number of keys in the sequence (length)
and the number of keys on the keypad (keys).

Figure 2. In the attention game, we asked players to press
a key on the side of the keyboard that matches the word
on the screen, regardless of which side the word appears on.
Scores are based on response time and accuracy.

4. Methodology
In order to observe participants repeatedly entering a secret, we needed an excuse to cause them to authenticate.
We asked participants to login to a study to perform the
same distractor task used in our prior study: the attention
game illustrated in Figure 2. We shortened the game to ﬁve
attention trials (30 seconds). In each trial, we randomly
choose a side of the screen (left or right) and a word (‘left’
or ‘right’). We display the chosen word in the box on the
chosen side. We ask participants to type a letter on the left
side of the keyboard if they see the word ‘left’ and on the
right side of the keyboard if they see the word ‘right’, and
to ignore the side of the screen that the word appears in.
We recruited by oﬀering the attention game as a Human
Intelligence Task (HIT) on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. We
paid US$0.10 and restricted our task to workers from the
US. When workers completed the attention game we oﬀered
them the opportunity to become participants in our study.
We oﬀered $9 for 50 repetitions of the game: $0.10 per game
plus a $4 bonus for completing all 50 and a survey at the
end. We issued payments automatically on an hourly basis.
We required participants to wait 30 minutes between each
game and gave them a total of 8 days to complete all 50
games. For each of the 50 games, participants would log
in, play the attention-test game for 30 seconds, and then be
shown a timer that counted down the 30 minutes until they
could play again (another login would be required). This
allowed us to collect data on no less than 49 authentications
over 2–8 days. Participants could reload the study page and
log in before they were allowed to play another game, but
they would be forced to log in again after the time expired.
As a result, the number of logins sometimes exceeded the
number of games played.

that most participants (65%) would be placed in one of our
four primary treatments: (1) used only a user-chosen PIN;
(2) used only an assigned PIN to be memorized when setting up the account; (3) used a user-chosen PIN augmented
with a second assigned PIN learned during a learning period,
mirroring our prior work; and (4) used a user-chosen PIN
mapped to a random sequence of keys—our new approach,
as described in Section 2. These primary treatments were
the focus of our a-priori hypotheses for which we perform
statistical testing. The remaining six auxiliary treatments
explore variants of the mapping-based approach.
Regardless of treatment, participants used a standard 10digit numeric keypad with digits placed in sequential order
(left to right, top to bottom) when signing up for the study.
(The same keyboard that appears in Figure 3.) The back
arrow at the bottom right can be used to backspace one
digit and the ‘X’ at the bottom left can be used to clear all
digits. For consistency, small letters used in some treatments
appear at the top left of each key regardless of treatment.
For treatments (1)-(3), participants continued to use this
standard 10-digit PIN-entry keypad throughout the study.
For all treatments, we provided a feature that would send
participants a PIN reminder. This reminder contained the
participant’s assigned PIN only for the Assigned treatment
(for which participants did not have a chosen PIN). For all
other treatments (1,3-9), the reminder contained the participant’s chosen PIN.

4.1. Treatments

(1) User-Chosen

The process through which participants logged in to play
the game depended on their treatment group. We created
a total of ten treatments, which we list in Table 1 along
with the probability that a participant would be randomly
assigned to each treatment. We set the probabilities such

Participants in the User-Chosen treatment chose their own
four-digit PIN and entered it on the standard keypad throughout the study. Since most users currently choose their own
PINs, this treatment serves as a baseline of user-acceptability,
speed of entry, and memorability.
5

Figure 3. The PIN-entry keypad for an example participant in the User-Chosen treatment. The keypad would look
the same for participants in the Assigned treatment.

Figure 4. The PIN-entry keypad for the Second-PIN treatment after the example participant has entered her userchosen PIN.

(2) Assigned

After participants had completed ﬁve games, we added
the following supplemental instruction:

For each participant in our Assigned treatment, we randomly
generated a four-digit PIN and instructed the participant to
memorize it immediately. So as to not overly disadvantage
this treatment for measures of memorability, we asked participants to enter their PIN twice during sign-up.

You do not need to wait for the second PIN to
be written above the keypad to enter your PIN.
If you recall the correct sequence of digits, you
may enter it immediately.

(3) Second-PIN

To prevent participants from permanently tuning out the
supplemental instruction text, we used a boldface font during logins following the 10th completed game and every 5
games after that (the 15th, 20th, …, 45th). We removed the
primary instruction after participants completed ten games.
We removed both instructions immediately and permanently
once the participant demonstrated that they had learned the
assigned secret (by entering it before it was revealed).

We created the Second-PIN treatment to mirror the twosecret approach from our prior work. This treatment appeared the same as the User-Chosen treatment when participants signed up. However, each time participants logged
in with their chosen PIN, we asked them to copy their second secret, a four-digit PIN we had generated at random
and assigned to them, using a second keypad—see Figure 4.
Above the PIN-entry keypad, we provided participants the
following primary instruction for each login: “To increase
security, we have added a second PIN to your account.” For
each attention game they had completed after the ﬁrst1 (a
lower bound on the number of prior logins), we added a 1/3
second delay before revealing the secret. So, by the login for
the eigth game, a participant would need to wait 2 seconds
before she could see the second PIN to copy it. If the participant entered the correct digit during the period before we
revealed the digits to copy, we would conclude that she had
entered the digit from memory. Each time a participant entered a correct key before the delay expired, we would start
the delay over so that the participant would have as much
time to enter the next key from memory as she had for the
last key.

(4) Mapping
The Mapping treatment is the baseline implementation of
our new approach (Section 2), using a four-digit user-chosen
secret (PIN) and an assigned secret (key/letter sequence)
with 10,000 possible values. To assist learning, we employed
the delay for every digit in the sequence. See Figure 1.
As with the Second-PIN treatment, we used a 1/3 second
additive delay.
We provided participants with the following primary instruction (with the same timing rules as the Second-PIN
treatment).
To increase security, we have changed the positions of the digits on the keypad you will use to
sign in. We will use the same set of positions
each time you sign in. That means that the pattern you make on the keypad when you enter the
PIN will be the same each time. Entering your
numeric PIN also creates a sequence of letters,
representing the letters on each key of your PIN.
This sequence of letters also stays the same each
time you enter your PIN.

1.
We adjusted timings based on the number of games
played, and not the number of prior logins, because participants might log in more than once per game. For example, a participant could refresh the study website, log in,
and ﬁnd they needed to wait until being allowed to play
another game. They would need to log in again when the
next-game timeout expired. Our decision to increase delays
based on the number of games participants had played may
have caused login-counts to grow without as much delays
as we would have liked. The alternative, triggering on the
number of prior logins, would have increased delays even
when logins did not have suﬃcient spacing between them to
reinforce learning.

We used the following secondary instruction:
You do not need to wait for the digits to appear
on the keypad to enter your PIN. If you recall the
6

appear—we never asked them to. We were surprised how
quickly they learned with such little guidance. We wondered whether it was necessary to provide any guidance at
all. We created the Instructionless treatment (8) for which
we removed both the primary instructions that explained
the mapping of digits to keys and the secondary instructions that explained that the PIN could be entered before
the digits appeared.
In treatments (9) and (10), we remove the arrow aﬀordance from a 4-digit and 6x20 mapping treatments. As arrows may increase vulnerability to shoulder-surﬁng attacks,
we would prefer to remove them if they had no beneﬁt.

4.2. Study-completion survey
When participants logged in to complete their 50th attention
game, we bypassed the game and immediately presented the
completion survey.
Following standard demographic questions (language, gender, age, occupation, and level of education) we asked questions about the login process. We asked whether participants had entered their PIN “using a mouse, touch screen, or
some other pointing device.” We then asked if they had written or otherwise stored their PIN. To avoid confusion, we
asked participants in the Second-PIN treatment only about
their second (assigned) PIN. We then asked all participants
in treatments using the mapping-based approach whether
they had written/stored their assigned secret. We asked
participants who reported storing their chosen or assigned
secrets to explain how they had done so.
We asked participants using the mapping-based approach
whether they remembered their secret as a visual pattern, a
sequence of letters, or some combination of the two.
Finally, we asked participants in all treatments, “If you
wanted to keep your phone or tablet secure, would you want
to use a PIN like the kind you used to sign into our experiment’s website?” For participants in treatments other
than User-Chosen, we prefaced the question by explaining
the security beneﬁts of having an assigned PIN. For those
in the Second-PIN treatment, we explained that a real system would allow users to discard their chosen PIN after
learning—requiring only the second PIN.
We include our survey speciﬁcation, with the exact wording used in the survey, as Appendix 10.

Figure 5. A six-digit mapping-based PIN on a 20-key pad.
The user’s chosen PIN was 654321. We assigned the user
a random sequence encoded as letters IHAOM S. For each
key the user enters, the mapping of letters to keys stays
the same (see the top left corner of each key) but the digits
move. We place digits so that the user’s chosen PIN maps to
the sequence of keys (letters) we assigned. In this screenshot
we illustrate the moment at which a user had already typed
65432 at key positions IHAOM . Pressing the key labeled
S with the 1 on it would complete the PIN. The arrows are
an aﬀordance to help users remember the pattern.
correct pattern or sequence of letters before the
digits appear on the keyboard, you may enter it
immediately.

(5-10) Variants of Mapping
We created six more treatments to examine possible variations of the idea.
To test the eﬀectiveness for memorizing more secure PINs
(with more than 10,000 possible values), we created treatments (5)–(7) which encode larger secrets. In treatment (5),
we expanded the PIN-entry keypad to include 7 rows. We
also remove the clear function from the key on the bottom
left so that digits could be placed on this key. This allowed
us to double the number of usable keys from 10 to 20—see
Figure 5 . The 10 digits were mapped onto these 20 keys
with 10 keys left blank. Thus, while a participant would
still choose a secret from a 4×10 space, the assigned secret
(key/letter sequence) wass drawn from 4×20 (160,000) possible values—increasing security against guessing by a factor
of 16. In treatment (6), participants chose a 6-digit PIN on
a standard keypad and we assigned a six-digit secret with
6×10 possible values—increasing security against guessing
by a factor of 100. In treatment (7), we combined the approaches of (5) and (6) to yield a 6×20 secret with 6,400,000
possible values—increasing security against guessing by a
factor of 6,400 over the baseline Mapping treatment.
In treatments (8)–(10), we examined the impacts of taking
away certain aﬀordances in our design to see if they were
actually needed, or just getting in the way.
When performing our prior work, we only told participants they could enter their secret without waiting for it to

4.3. Follow-up study to test recall
Three days (between 72 and 73 hours) after each participant completed the main study, we emailed an invitation
to participate in a follow-up for $0.50. The purpose of the
follow-up was to determine if participants could recall their
PIN after the learning period and having not used it for
three days. We required only that participants log in to the
study website, though we paid participants after a day’s delay if they tried but failed to log in. As our goal was to
measure memory after the learning period, participants in
the mapping-based treatments were never shown the mapping of digits to keys, and those in the Second-PIN group
were never shown their second PIN.

4.4. Hypotheses
We ﬁnalized the following seven hypotheses (four main hypotheses, three with two parts each) on the day we began
our experiment, emailing a hash of the hypothesis statements to the program chairs as evidence that could be used
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Hypothesis testing

to prove these were a-priori hypotheses formed before examining experimental reuslts (see Appendix B). We present
each hypothesis starting with the intuition behind it, then
informally, and ﬁnally as a formal statement that can be
used as a speciﬁcation for a hypothesis test.

We measure diﬀerences in proportion using a two-tailed Fisher’s
Exact Test (FET) and diﬀerences in both times and ordinal responses using a two-tailed Wilcoxon test with the
Mann Whitney U statistic (U ). To correct for multiple
testing when examining these seven hypotheses, the conservative Bonferroni method yields a threshold of signiﬁcance
α=.05/7=.0071).

H1a/b. Study-completion rates
One of the motivations for the mapping-based approach is to
reduce the frustration that may result when users are forced
to attempt to memorize a secret in one session (without
assistance) or if they are forced to type extra keys. We
hypothesized that this frustration would cause higher dropout rates for aﬀected groups.

4.5. Ethics
Since some participants in our prior experiment had ﬁgured
out that authentication was a focus of our study, in this experiment we revealed that the PIN was a component of our
study. We used the study sign-up process to inform participants about the research in place of a standard informed
consent form. We did not volunteer to participants that we
would later give them the opportunity to participate in a
follow-up study.
Unlike our prior work, we informed participants in advance that we would pay for each attention game they played
even if they did not complete all 50—though we did provide
a signiﬁcant bonus to those who completed the study. This
is more consistent with ethical guidelines that participants
should know they may leave an experiment at any time without penalty.
We paid participants at a rate designed to ensure they
received at least the highest minimum wage in the US. We
identiﬁed that this was research being performed by Microsoft Research. We responded to workers’ requests quickly
and, where terms of service allowed, monitored worker forums to identify any participant concerns we might address.
Our study was approved by Microsoft Research’s institutional review system. The second author, who was not
employed by Microsoft Research, contributed after the last
participant had already been recruited and was not involved
in the conduct of the experiments or analysis of raw data.

A smaller proportion of participants in Mapping
will drop out than of participants in (a) Assigned
and (b) Second-PIN.

H2a/b. Written/stored PINs
Another motivation for the mapping-based approach is that
users may be less likely to write them down. We intuited
that users would be more likely to write down a PIN they
were forced to memorize without a gradual learning period.
We further assumed a second PIN, presented compactly as a
numeric string above the PIN-entry keypad, would be easier
to write down than a sequence of keys and so users would
be more likely to do so.
A smaller proportion of participants in Mapping
will report having written down their assigned
secret than of participants in (a) Assigned and
(b) Second-PIN.

H3. Learning time
We hypothesized that, since the mapping approach requires
users to press only half as many keys, learning an assigned
sequence via a mapping would consume less of users’ time
than learning a second numeric PIN.

4.6. Known limitations

Participants who complete the study in Mapping
will have spent less time learning their secret
than those in Second-PIN.

While we strove to mimic as many aspects of a typical
device-authentication experience as possible, we could not
do so perfectly. While many users use a PIN to authenticate to their devices more frequently than once every thirty
minutes [35], others may perform fewer than 50 PIN-based
authentications over an eight-day period (such as those who
bypass most PIN-authentications using their ﬁngerprint).
Participants in our study may have been more or less motivated to learn the PINs than real-world users would be.
Participants may have wanted to please the researchers
by giving a more positive answer to our sentiment question,
which asked whether they they would want to use the PIN
from the experiment for their own mobile device. For this
reason, we do not compare participants’ reported sentiments
for the User-Chosen scheme to others; Participants may be
more likely to believe that the less-familiar schemes that
assign PINs are schemes the researchers want to succeed.
Whereas PIN-entry on modern mobile devices uses a touchscreen keypad, participants in our study used our on-screen
keypad via whatever computer and input device was available to them. Peeking ahead to our results, only 27 of 782
participants who completed the study (3%) reported that
they primarily used a touchscreen to enter their PIN(s). The
great majority of participants, 729 (93%), reported using a

We deﬁne the time spent learning a secret as the sum of the
PIN-entry time of each user’s authentication sessions up to,
but not including, the ﬁrst session in which the user entered
their assigned secret without assistance (the revealing of the
positions of digits for Mapping or the display of the second
PIN). We measure the PIN-entry time from the instant the
PIN-entry keypad appears until authentication is complete.
We cap the time consumed by any one PIN-entry session at
60 seconds.

H4a/b. Sentiment
Finally, we thought that participants would prefer learning
an assigned secret via a mapping to receiving no assistance,
or to having to enter extra keys during each login.
When asked if they would want to use this system, participants in Mapping will answer more
positively than those in (a) Assigned and (b)
Second-PIN.
Since participants had three possible responses to this question, we use an using ordinal scale to measure positive sentiment: no<maybe<yes.
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mouse and 26 (3%) using some other device. We would
anticipate device-unlock times would be shorter on touch
screens, as users do not have to synchronize their hand movements with that of a mouse in order to press each key. While
it’s possible that using a device with a diﬀerent form factor
and input device impacted our between-group comparisons,
we do not anticipate any reasons why one treatment group
would disproportionately advantaged or disadvantaged.

Treatment
Assigned
User-Chosen
Second-PIN
Mapping
4x20 Mapping
6x10 Mapping
6x20 Mapping
Arrowless
6x20 Arrowless
Instructionless

5. Results
We oﬀered our Human Intelligence Task (HIT) on Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk from 7:30PM EST on Sunday February 22,
2015 to 1:30PM on Wednesday February 25.2 During this
period, 1274 workers accepted the HIT and, of those, 1230
(97%) completed the HIT and saw the oﬀer to sign-up for
the study. Of those workers, 1016 loaded the sign-up page
for the study (83% of those who completed the HIT). Since
we assigned workers to a treatment group only after they
arrived at the sign-up page, any departures prior to that
should not be attributed to their treatment.
Of those workers who arrived at the sign-up page, 1001
(99%) completed the sign-up process to become study participants. Since more than four of every ﬁve workers who we
paid to complete the attention-game HIT signed up to become study participants (1001/1230=81%), this recruiting
strategy proved cost eﬀective.
One factor contributing to the eﬀectiveness of this recruiting approach was that many participants performed the HIT
expressly because they had learned about the full study.
The HIT appeared in discussions on forums for workers on
Mechanical Turk, which ended up serving as feeders to our
study. The forum that appeared to have the largest inﬂuence on our recruitment rate was MTurkGrind. After a
pause in recruiting to ensure our funding would arrive in
time to pay additional participants, we posted on that forum to let forum members know that the popular study was
again open to new participants.
In monitoring these forums, we did not observe that any
forum members had discovered that diﬀerent participants
were given diﬀerent types of PINs, or any other “spoilers”
that might have confounded the study. The one exception
was that, towards the end, some posts revealed that the
follow-up study was coming. For the most part, participants shared their best scores on the attention-game, encouraged each other, and shared their progress in completing
the study.

Didn’t
sign up
2 (1%)
4 (4%)
4 (2%)
3 (1%)
1 (2%)
1 (2%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

Quit
Quit
quickly
later
Finished
10 (6%) 18 (11%) 128 (81%)
17 (16%) 5 (5%)
83 (76%)
19 (11%) 24 (13%) 132 (74%)
16 (8%) 23 (11%) 164 (80%)
3 (7%)
1 (2%)
40 (89%)
7 (11%) 7 (11%) 50 (77%)
1 (2%)
3 (5%)
52 (93%)
3 (3%)
8 (9%)
80 (88%)
1 (2%)
2 (4%)
54 (95%)
2 (4%)
5 (10%) 43 (86%)

Table 2. Participants’ progress through the main study.
We track all workers who arrived at the sign-up page, and
were assigned a treatment, as participants assigned a PIN
might abandon sign-up. We say that participants quit
quickly if they completed no more than three attention tests
(which would require two logins) or quit later if they otherwise failed to ﬁnish the main study.

tion of workers arriving at the sign-up page who completed
the study was not higher for the Mapping treatment (164 of
206, or 81%) than the Assigned treatment (128 of 158, or
82%, H1a: FET p=0.7395). In fact, a greater proportion
of participants completed the Assigned treatment than the
User-Chosen treatment (though the diﬀerence is well within
the variance expected due to chance).
While fewer participants completed the Second-PIN treatment (132 of 179, 75%) as compared to Mapping, the diﬀerence was not signiﬁcant (H1b: FET p=0.1731).

5.2. Re-use and writing down of secrets
Recall that, for all treatments other than Assigned, the only
observable diﬀerences in behavior at the sign-in page was
the length of the PIN we asked participants to choose. We
asked all participants who chose a PIN, with the exception
of those in Second-PIN, whether they had chosen (re-used)
a PIN they already used elsewhere and whether they had
written down, or otherwise stored, their chosen PIN.
When asked if the PIN they chose was one they had used before, 229 of the 409 (56%) participants with a four-digit PIN
reported that it was, as did 59 of the 146 (40%) participants
with a six-digit PIN. Since six-digit PINs are less common
than four-digit PINs, it is likely that fewer participants had
a six-digit PIN already memorized to reuse.
Of the 180 participants who claimed not to have re-used
an existing four-digit PIN, 41 (23%) reported that they had
written down or stored their new chosen PIN, as opposed to
26 of 87 (30%) for six-digit PINs.
In Table 3 we examine the proportions of participants
who wrote down the random secret assigned to them, those
who needed a reminder of their PIN (their chosen PIN in
all treatments except the Assigned treatment), and those
who were unable to recall and enter their secret during the
follow-up study.
In the Assigned treatment, 62 of 128 participants (48%)
either wrote/stored their secret or later required a reminder.
Surprisingly, if our participants are to be believed, the majority successfully memorized their PIN simply by entering
it twice on the keypad of the study sign-up page! Still, we
want to minimize the risk that nearly half of users will write
or otherwise store their PIN, especially since they would

5.1. Completion rates
Encouragement and competition on the forums may have
caused a greater fraction of participants to complete the
study, and possibly to do so at a faster rate, than they might
have otherwise done. Another factor that may have raised
completion rates is that we paid workers a higher wage than
most requesters on Mechanical Turk. In the words of a participant who posted on the Turkopticon forum, “I think I
got lucky to get in on this”[4].
With this in mind, it may not be surprising that we did
not observe any signiﬁcant diﬀerences in completion rates
between treatment groups, meaning we had no support for
Hypotheses 1a or 1b. As can be seen in Table 2, the propor2.
There was a break in recruiting to ensure suﬃcient funds
would be available for all participants.
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Wrote
assigned
Treatment
secret
Assigned
57/128 (45%)
User-Chosen
~
~
Second-PIN
13/132 (10%)
Mapping
2/164 (1%)
4x20 Mapping
5/40 (13%)
6x10 Mapping
3/50
(6%)
6x20 Mapping
9/52 (17%)
Arrowless
5/80
(6%)
6x20 Arrowless 14/54 (26%)
Instructionless
0/42
(0%)

Needed
Never
reminder
learned
7/128 (5%)
~
~
0/83 (0%)
~
~
4/132 (3%) 1/132 (1%)
3/164 (2%) 1/164 (1%)
0/40 (0%) 4/40 (10%)
0/50 (0%) 2/50
(4%)
0/52 (0%) 3/52
(6%)
3/80 (4%) 2/80
(3%)
0/54 (0%) 4/54
(7%)
0/43 (0%) 10/43 (23%)

Forgot
later
0/110 (0%)
0/76 (0%)
0/124 (0%)
0/151 (0%)
0/30 (0%)
1/40 (3%)
2/43 (5%)
1/70 (1%)
2/48 (4%)
0/28 (0%)

Table 3. The proportions of participants who reported writing down their assigned secret, requested and opened a PIN
reminder, and of those who failed to login with their assigned secret during the follow-up. For the needed reminder column,
note that our reminders contained users’ chosen PIN for all treatments except Assigned. For the forgot later column, not that
we exclude from our analysis those participants who never demonstrated learning their assigned secret (those in the never
learned column).
likely carry a written reminder on them at the same time
they were carrying their mobile device.
We had hypothesized that participants in the Mapping
treatment would be less likely to write down their assigned
secret than those in the Assigned and Second-PIN treatments. The proportion of participants who wrote or stored
their assigned secret in the Assigned treatment (57/128,
45%) was signiﬁcantly higher than the Mapping treatment,
supporting Hypothesis 2a (2/164 1%): H2a FET p<0.0001.
The proportion of those in the Second-PIN treatment (13/132,
10%) who wrote their assigned secret was also signiﬁcantly
higher than those in the Mapping treatment, supporting Hypothesis 2b: H2b FET p=0.0008.

entry time for each login, which we infer from Figure 6. In
fact, between the second and 13th logins, participants in the
Second-PIN group were able to enter their 8 digits in less
time, on average, than participants in the Mapping group
could enter four digits! Again, chunking likely plays a role.
We had employed a single delay before revealing the entire chunk of four digits to participants in the Second-PIN
treatment, whereas we had employed four delays, one before
revealing the positions of digits before each key of the PIN,
for the Mapping treatment.
We suspect that participants in the Mapping treatment
were also slowed down by their need to perform visual searching. Until they learned the positions of the digits of their
PIN, they would have to perform four visual searches per
login: one for each key. In contrast, participants in the
Second-PIN treatment would ﬁnd their four-digit secret displayed at an easy-to-ﬁnd location (above the keypad) and
the keys to enter these digits were at well-known positions—
no visual searching was required.
Figure 6 does show that, once participants in the Mapping
treatment learned their assigned key sequence, login speeds
for the Mapping treatment decline rapidly and closely approach those of chosen PINs. Since users users often choose
PINs with keys in close proximity, such as 1111 or 1212, we
thought some fraction of participants might be slowed down
by using keys at random positions. Yet, the 5th percentile
times for the 49th login, representing the fastest 1 of every
20 participants, were tiny.
For the Second-PIN treatment, the login time per digit
that needed to be entered was par with those of other treatments, and so we would expect performance equivalent to
the Assigned treatment once users could skip their chosen
PIN. While we had designed our Second-PIN treatment to
mirror the approach in our prior paper, in retrospect we worried that this choice may have put it at an unfair disadvantage. For all other treatments, participants enjoyed postlearning login speeds the moment they learned their PIN.
For the Second-PIN treatment, participants had to continue
entering their chosen PIN even after they had learned their
assigned PIN. We later addressed this methodological shortcoming, as we will explain in Section 6.
As expected, participants in treatments with more complicated secrets required longer learning periods, were more

5.3. Login and learning speed
We had hypothesized (naïvely, in retrospect) that participants in the Mapping group would spend less total time
in learning – time learning their PINs – than those in the
Second-PIN treatment. Whereas PIN-entry time for Mapping starts when the keypad appears and ends when the
PIN is validated, the time for Second-PIN continues until
the second PIN is validated. Recall that learning time is
the sum of these PIN-entry times up to, but not including,
the ﬁrst login during which a participant enters their assigned secret before the secret or mapping is revealed. We
present statistics elucidating the learning time in Table 4.
Turning to Hypothesis 3, comparing the learning times for
the Mapping treatment and the Second-PIN treatment does
reveal a signiﬁcant diﬀerence: H3 U=4,491.0, p<0.0001.
However, the direction of the diﬀerence was the opposite
of what we had hypothesized!
Participants in the Second-PIN treatment required fewer
logins to learn their secret, and thus had a lower learning
time than those in the Mapping treatment despite having to
enter twice as many keys (8 vs. 4) per login. We suspect
participants in the Second-PIN required fewer treatments to
learn because their assigned-secret was presented as a single
chunk of four digits, whereas participants in the Mapping
treatment were presented with their assigned-secret one key
at a time (only seeing the ﬁnal PIN as a chunk if they paid
attention to the arrows or letters).
The impact of chunking goes beyond the number of logins required to learn the secret and also impacts the PIN10

Logins to learn Training time (sec) Time for 49th login (sec)
Treatment
50 %ile 95 %ile 50 %ile
95 %ile 5 %ile 50 %ile 95 %ile
Assigned
~
~
~
~
2.16
3.32
10.32
User-Chosen
~
~
~
~
1.82
2.97
7.09
Second-PIN
7.0
15.0
81
228
4.05
6.34
17.00
Mapping
12.0
23.0
172
507
1.98
3.09
7.67
4x20 Mapping
16.5
~
264
~
2.47
4.46
44.64
6x10 Mapping
16.0
38.4
346
1,579
2.70
4.65
20.28
6x20 Mapping
16.0
43.0
382
1,638
3.48
5.72
60.87
Arrowless
14.0
30.7
195
801
2.25
3.71
45.60
6x20 Arrowless
17.0
~
405
~
3.44
6.34
47.92
Instructionless
24.0
~
495
~
2.10
3.96
110.87

Table 4. Participants’ performance on speed metrics, including (1) the number of logins prior to the ﬁrst login in which
they typed the code without seeing it, (2) the total learning time consumed by those learning logins, and (3) the time for
participants’ 49th login.

Median PIN−entry time (seconds)
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Treatment
Pattern
Letters
Both
Mapping
129 (80%) 14 (9%) 19 (12%)
4x20 Mapping
18 (50%) 8 (22%) 10 (28%)
6x10 Mapping
39 (81%) 5 (10%) 4 (8%)
6x20 Mapping
22 (43%) 11 (22%) 18 (35%)
Arrowless
26 (33%) 26 (33%) 28 (35%)
6x20 Arrowless
7 (14%) 31 (62%) 12 (24%)
4 (11%)
Instructionless
31 (89%) 0 (0%)
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Table 5. We asked participants in Mapping and its variants “If you learned how to enter your PIN on the keypad
without waiting for digits to appear on the keys, how did
you remember which keys to press?”
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Treatment
No
Maybe
Yes
Assigned
17 (13%) 44 (34%) 67 (52%)
User-Chosen
8 (10%) 25 (30%) 50 (60%)
Second-PIN
18 (14%) 43 (33%) 71 (54%)
Mapping
11 (7%) 53 (32%) 100 (61%)
4x20 Mapping
1 (3%) 14 (35%) 25 (63%)
6x10 Mapping
5 (10%) 13 (26%) 32 (64%)
6x20 Mapping
4 (8%) 19 (37%) 29 (56%)
Arrowless
4 (5%) 30 (38%) 46 (58%)
6x20 Arrowless 6 (11%) 13 (24%) 35 (65%)
Instructionless
2 (5%) 17 (40%) 23 (55%)

0
0

5

10

Did not
2 (1%)
4 (11%)
2 (4%)
1 (2%)
0 (0%)
4 (8%)
7 (20%)

15

Login

20

25

Figure 6. The median time to enter the login PIN(s) for
the ﬁrst through 25th login. The set of participants includes
only those who completed the study. For the Second-PIN
treatment, times include the time to enter both PINs.

Table 6. We asked participants “If you wanted to keep your
phone or tablet secure, would you want to use a PIN like
the kind you used to sign into our experiment’s website?”

likely to ﬁnd a way to write or store their assigned secret,
and were more likely to forget their assigned secret later.
The Instructionless treatment had the greatest proportion of
participants who never learned, required the most logins for
those who did learn, and had the highest learning time—a
clear indication that systems should provide some guidance.
Participants assigned to use mappings with the large keyboard were more likely to use the letters to help them memorize their secret, as can be seen from Table 5. Reliance on
letters grew when we required a longer PIN or removed the
arrow aﬀordance. Those assigned the most diﬃcult mapping (6x20 Arrowless) were the most likely to memorize the
string of letters instead of a pattern of key positions. However, without instructions to inform them that the letters
could be used to assist their memories, most participants
learned their sequence as a pattern of key positions.

5.4. Participant sentiments
Table 6 summarizes participants’ responses to the sentiment
question, which asked whether they would want to use a
PIN like the kind used in the study. For Mapping, 100 of
164 (61%) responded yes. Turning the three possible responses into an ordinal sentiment score (no=0, maybe=1,
yes=2), participants in Mapping responded more positively
than those in Assigned (52% yes) and those in Second-PIN
(54% yes) as we posited in Hypotheses 4a and 4b, but the
diﬀerences did not exceed our signiﬁcance threshold: H4a:
U=9,381.5, p=0.0772 ; H4b: U=9,805.5, p=0.1135
Written explanations in response to the sentiment question reveal that many participants were able to grasp what
we were trying to accomplish in creating the mapping-based
approach. In the words of one of our pilot participants:
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the main experiment. Since the Mapping treatment was unchanged, its results are similar to the same treatment in the
previous experiment.
As expected, our improvements to the Second-PIN treatment made learning even faster. The median number of logins to learn (3) indicates that most participants were able
to enter their assigned PIN from memory on their fourth
login. In contrast, during the the main study it was only
on the eighth login that we could determine that the majority of participants had learned their second PIN. It appears
that, during the main study, participants in the SecondPIN treatment were either unable to enter the PIN quickly
enough to prove knowledge of it (we revealed the digits for
them to copy before they could enter the correct digit) or
were less motivated to do so. For the Mapping treatment,
in both the main and rematch experiments, the majority of
participants did not enter their PIN without assistance until
their 13th login.
For our rematch, the learning time for participants in the
Second-PIN treatment was dominated by their ﬁrst three
logins. The ﬁrst login required so much time, a median (over
all participants) of 20.85 seconds, that it does not appear in
our graph. The median learning time was only 40 seconds!

Figure 7. We presented this message on participants’ ﬁrst
login after their third attention test. If they clicked on the
“I don’t understand” button we popped up an alert encouraging them to email us, then attempted to open a mailto:
link to the study email address. None emailed us.
This was pretty slick. I noticed I wasn’t getting my PIN anymore but was still logging in.
That’s when I saw the pattern I had adapted to.
I also realize that, in my head, I was repeating
my actual credit card PIN which was not the
PIN to get into the system. The numbers (and
letters) were completely irrelevant and I thought
that was awsome [sic].

6. Rematch:

Second-PIN

(v2) vs.

Mapping

We conducted a second experiment to address concerns that
we may have shortchanged the Second-PIN treatment. Users
should be able to skip their chosen secret once they have
learned their assigned secret. Whereas this design choice
did not impact the hypotheses tested in our prior work, it
may have put our Second-PIN treatment at an unfair disadvantage with respect to learning times and user sentiment.
We tested only two treatments in this experiment. We
modiﬁed the Second-PIN treatment so that participants could
enter their assigned secret in the ﬁrst PIN-entry keypad and
bypass the need to enter a second-PIN. For comparison we
also included a Mapping treatment identical to that in our
original experiment. For participants in the Second-PIN
treatment, we presented the interstitial dialog in Figure 7 to
participants just before presenting the PIN-entry keypad on
the ﬁrst login after the completion of their third attention
test (which required a minimum of two prior logins).
Since, in the main experiment, 95% of participants in
Mapping and Second-PIN had learned their secret by the
25th login, we shortened the study to 25 logins within four
days for a total payment of $4.00.
Using data from our main experiment, we made one change
to our calculation of learning time to better reﬂect the actual
time lost to learning during each treatment. We subtracted
3 seconds for each learning login to account for time that
would have been spent logging in even if no learning were
taken place. We chose 3 seconds as it is approximately the
median PIN-entry time for the user-chosen PIN treatment
in the main study. This revised learning-period calculation
better approximates the time users consumed due to the actual learning, excluding time the user would have had to
spend logging in even if no learning were occurring.
We recruited participants for the rematch in bursts between 7:00PM EST on March 5 and 2:00PM EDT on March
9, excluding prospective participants who had participated
in the earlier experiment.
We present the updated comparison of median PIN-entry
times for these two groups in Table 7 and Figure 8, replicating the analyses that appear as Table 7 and Figure 6 from

Median PIN−entry time (seconds)
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Figure 8. Rematch: median PIN-entry time for ﬁrst 24
logins. Participants in the Second-PIN treatment could skip
their chosen PIN and enter only assigned PIN. The ﬁrst
login time for the Second-PIN treatment (20.85 seconds) is
outside the range of the graph.
In Table 8, we see that 20 of 73 participants in the SecondPIN treatment (27%) wrote down their assigned PIN. This
proportion is not only greater than the Mapping treatment,
as expected, but much greater than the Second-PIN treatment in the previous experiment. We fear that the cause of
this diﬀerence, if not pure chance (posthoc FET: p=0.0011),
was participants who wrote down their second PIN after
learning they could use it to skip their ﬁrst.
In Table 9 we summarize the rematch-study participants’
responses to the sentiment question, which asked if partici12

Logins to learn Training time (sec) Time for 24th login (sec)
Treatment 50 %ile 95 %ile 50 %ile
95 %ile 5 %ile 50 %ile 95 %ile
Second-PIN
3.0
12.4
40
145
2.20
4.50
16.25
Mapping
12.0
26.0
117
412
2.51
3.73
33.93

Table 7. Participants’ performance on speed metrics (see Table 4) for the rematch experiment.
to memorize a random PIN using our previous approach signiﬁcantly faster than a random sequence using our new approach (particularly after the adjustment we made in the
revision tested in Section 6).
However, both methods showed promise for use on mobile devices with very fast learning times. Both approaches
also saw a smaller fraction of participants wrote down their
assigned secret as the Assigned treatment, for which participants were asked to memorize a secret at sign-in time.
Our results do not yield a clear winner between SecondPIN and Mapping despite the shorter learning time for the
former. Mapping oﬀers the advantage that fewer users wrote
their secret down, which may be attractive to system administrators who impose minimal-authentication requirements
on devices used to access their systems (e.g., phones connecting to corporate email must have a PIN). Further, once participants had learned their secrets, login times for assigned
secrets approached those for user-chosen secrets—remaining
just a few percentage points higher.
With learning times of under a minute, the second-PIN
approach requires surprisingly little eﬀort. While a greater
proportion of participants in our study reported wanting to
use the Mapping treatment, we suspect that if prospective
users knew which the approach required fewer learning logins and less visual searching, a substantial fraction of those
might choose Second-PIN.

Wrote
assigned
Needed
Never
Treatment
secret
reminder
learned
Second-PIN 20/73 (27%) 0/73 (0%) 0/73 (0%)
Mapping
3/61 (5%) 1/61 (2%) 6/61 (10%)

Table 8. Rematch: Secret storage and recall. (Fewer Mapping participants learned their secret compared to the main
experiment as they had half as many learning logins.)
Treatment
No
Maybe
Yes
Second-PIN 8 (11%) 30 (42%) 34 (47%)
Mapping
7 (11%) 15 (25%) 39 (64%)

Table 9. Rematch: “If you wanted to keep your phone or
tablet secure,would you want to use a PIN like the kind you
used to sign into our experiment’s website?”
pants would want to use the PIN scheme from the study on
their mobile device. Surprisingly, we saw a drop in the desirability of the Second-PIN. Even had we hypothesized such
a drop, we would not have the statistical strength to be able
to dismiss the null hypotheses that both treatments inspire
equally positive sentiment (posthoc U=1,874.0, p=0.1034).
While there was insuﬃcient evidence to prove a diﬀerence, it
was enough for us to worry that our modiﬁcations had somehow made the Second-PIN treatment more annoying. To
double-check, we examined participants’ free-response answers and found no evidence to support this concern. The
free-responses for maybe were consistently positive, suggesting that chance may have given us participants who rounded
their scores down.
In fact, the most common concern focused on the trustworthiness of the party which generated the random PIN
for the user. Since in most implementations the PIN would
be generated by the device that the user is trusting to authenticate her correctly, this seems like an easy concern to
overcome for any assigned secret.
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The following question(s) are about how you logged into the
attention study using your username and PIN.
During the study, did you enter your PIN using a mouse,
touch screen, or some other pointing device? (If you used
more than one input method, choose the one you used the
most.)
• Mouse (729, 93%)
• Touch Screen (27, 3%)
• Other device (26, 3%)
[If not in Assigned]
Was the PIN you chose one you have used before, such as
to protect a locker, debit card, credit card, or website?
• Yes (280, 50%)
• No (285, 50%)
[Unless participant in Second-PIN]
Did you store your PIN for the study website, such as by
writing it down, emailing it to yourself, or adding it to a
password manager?
[If participant in Second-PIN]
During the course of the study we assigned you a second
numeric PIN to enter. Did you store that PIN, such as by
writing it down, emailing it to yourself, or adding it to a
password manager?

10. Post-experiment survey
The remainder of this submission contains the survey we
presented to participants in place of the 50th attention game,
at the end of the main study (but before the follow-up).

Page 1
Congratulations!
You have completed all of your required attention tests.
(We’re not going to ask you to do the 50th.)
All you need to do now is complete this ﬁnal survey.

• Yes (148, 18%)
• No (677, 82%)

Page 2

[If anwered ‘Yes’ above]
Please explain how and where you stored your PIN.
[If in a mapping treatment]
During the course of the study, as the delay before the digits
of your PIN appeared grew longer, it became faster to sign
in by pressing the keys before the digits appeared. In order
to do so, did you store that pattern or sequence of letters,
such as by writing it down, emailing it to yourself, or adding
it to a password manager?

Is English your native language?
•
•
•
•

Yes (811, 98%)
No (14 2%)
I don’t understand the question (0, 0%)
Decline to answer (0, 0%)

What is your gender?
• Female (329, 40%)
• Male (494, 60%)
• Decline to answer (2, 0%)

• Yes (44, 9%)
• No (438, 91%)

What is your age?
What is your current occupation?

[If answered ‘Yes’ above]
Please explain where you stored this information, and whether
you stored it as a pattern or as a sequence of letters.
[If in a mapping treatment]
If you learned how to enter your PIN on the keypad without waiting for digits to appear on the keys, how did you
remember which keys to press?

Page 2
What is the highest level of education you have completed?
• Did not complete high school; High school/GED (7,
1%)
• High school/GED (83, 10%)
• Some college High school/GED (232, 28%)
• Associate’s degree; High school/GED (94, 11%)
• Bachelor’s degree (319, 39%)
• Master’s degree (60, 7%)
• Doctorate degree (4, 0%)
• Law degree (8, 1%)
• Medical degree (7, 1%)
• Trade or other technical school degree (10, 1%)
• Decline to answer (1, 0%)

• I remembered the position of each key on which the
correct digit would eventually appear, which formed a
pattern. (272, 56%)
• I remembered the letter of each key on which the correct digit would eventually appear, which formed a sequence of letters. (95, 20%)
• I remembered both.; (95, 20%)
• I never learned to enter my PIN without waiting for
the digits to appear. (20, 4%)
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Page 4

User ID

As we explained at the start of the study, we are experimenting with a new login system using a PIN.
[If in a mapping treatment]
Security researchers have found that computer users often
choose predictable PINs, such as those that represent important dates or easy-to-enter patterns. One reason users
choose predictable PINs is that it is hard to memorize lesspredictable codes without practice.
[If in a mapping treatment]
With the PIN system used in this study, you practiced
learning a more-secure a random code (the sequence of positions/letters on the keypad) each time you entered your
numeric PIN (the digits that you chose when you signed up
for the study). Once you learned the positions or letters,
the sign-in system could discard the digits of your PIN and
never show them again, leaving you with the secure random
code that you had memorized through repetition.
[If in Assigned or Second-PIN]
Security researchers have found that computer users often
choose predictable PINs, such as those that represent important dates or easy-to-enter patterns. In this study we
assigned you a more secure randomly-generated PIN.
[If in Second-PIN]
For the purpose of the following question, assume that you
had the option to remove the PIN that you had initial chosen
once you had learned the more secure randomly-generated
PIN that we assigned you. This option would allow you to
login more quickly, using only four digits, instead of eight.
[If not Second-PIN] If you wanted to keep your phone or
tablet secure, would you want to use a PIN like the kind you
used to sign into our experiment’s website? (If you also use
a ﬁngerprint reader, this would be the code you use when
your device needs a stronger proof of your identity.)
[If in Second-PIN] If you wanted to keep your phone or tablet
secure, would you want to use a randomly-generated second
PIN like the kind you learned when signing into our experiment’s website? (If you also use a ﬁngerprint reader, this
would be the code you use when your device needs a stronger
proof of your identity.)

2255
2400

Treatment Explanation
Mapping I simply remembered the
pattern.
Mapping I just remembered it

2407

Mapping I just remembered the patter
[SIC] based on what my pin
was.
2819 Instructionless I just remembered the
sequence
2836
Arrowless I memorized the sequence of
letters through rote
memorization.
2849 4x20 Mapping I just remembered where my
numbers appeared
Table 10. Participants who answered yes when asked if they
wrote down or stored their PINs, but then explained that they
had only stored it in their memory.

A. Corrections to multiple-choice responses
We followed many of our multiple-choice questions with followup questions that asked participants to explain their multiplechoice response in written form. We used these responses to
determine how well participants understood our questions
and identify situations in which participants clearly misunderstood a question when answering it.
We discovered that, when we asked participants if they
had written their pattern, some reported yes but then provided answers that clearly and unambiguously indicated otherwise. We expect this is because participants didn’t realize
our goal was to teach them the pattern, and interpreted
that the question asked them to report storing the key in
their own memory and using their memory to enter the PIN
before the digits appeared. In presenting our results and
performing our analyses, we disregarded a response of yes
from participants in Table 10, substituting a no to reﬂect
their explanation.
We audited responses to questions asking about whether
participants in the Second-PIN treatment had stored their
assigned (second) PIN, and did not ﬁnd any evidence to
suggest that any of those participants had misunderstood
the question.

• Yes (478, 58%)
• Maybe (271, 33%)
• No (76, 9%)

B. Evidence of a priori hypotheses

At 12:06PM eastern time on February 23, we sent the SOUPS
program chairs the following base64 encoded SHA256 hash:
xVHlPGs/WkKQZvmAHxhWrwpjy/WCH9oB1GMupwzLx+E=
That hash was generated from the string below. The presPage 5
ence of “\r\n” indicates a carriage return and line break.
Last question!
Any white space, including line breaks produced by the forIf you encountered any problems during the study, or any
matting of this document (those not following “\r\n”, inbugs in our study website, please let us know about them.
dicates the presence a single ASCII space character. The
numbering of hypotheses 3 and 4 were switched to facilitate
exposition.
Page 6
Hypothesis 1a/1b\r\n
You have now completed the entire study. Thank you so
Participants in PATTERN will be less likely to drop out of
much for your time and attention. We will process payment
than those in (a) ASSIGNED and (b) SECOND_PIN\r\n
within the next two business days. If your payment does not
Statistic: Of participants who reached the sign-in page, the
arrive within that time, please contact us at msrstudy@microsoft.com.
proportion who ﬁnish the study\r\n
(If you forget that address, you can also ﬁnd it at the bottom
Test: Fisher’s Exact test\r\n
of all the web pages on this site.)
\r\n
You may close this tab at any time.
Hypothesis 2a/2b\r\n
Please explain your preference.
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Participants in PATTERN will be less likely to write down
their secret than those in (a) ASSIGNED and (b) SECOND_PIN\r\n
Statistic: Of participants who ﬁnished the survey, the proportion who reported writing their PIN or pattern\r\n
Test: Fisher’s Exact test\r\n
\r\n
Hypothesis 3a/3b\r\n
Participants in PATTERN will report being more willing to
use this authentication system than those in (a) ASSIGNED
and (b) SECOND_PIN\r\n
Statistic: Of participants who completed the survey, the
their answer to a question about whether they would want
to use it was \r\n
scored ‘no’=0, ‘maybe’=1, ‘yes’=2\r\n
Test: Mann Whitney U a.k.a. Wilcoxon\r\n
\r\n
Hypothesis 4: Participants in PATTERN will spend less
time learning their secret than those in SECOND_PIN\r\n
Statistic: Of participants who completed the study, the aggregate pin-entry time in seconds from appearance of the
PIN to completion, with no login taking more than 60s)
from the ﬁrst login until (but not including) the ﬁrst session
in which the participant entered the code correctly (but no
more than the ﬁrst 49 logins).\r\n
Test: Mann Whitney U a.k.a. Wilcoxon\r\n
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